Information

Education Pack

In the darkest reaches of the Tower Museum
warehouse lie some of the most weird and
wonderful objects of curiosity! This temporary
exhibition, created for the NI Science Festival,
brings some of those objects out of their hiding
places to delight those of all ages who possess
inquisitive minds.
This document provides information about how
this wonderfully curious collection can be linked
to the Northern Ireland Revised Curriculum at Key
Stage Two and Key Stage Three.
You will discover how our extraordinary collection
can open the door to a world of imagination
and inquisitive learning while also fulfilling the
statutory requirements of the Northern Ireland
Revised Curriculum.
Workshops tailored to the collection are also
available alongside a tour. These will enhance
young and curious minds, and provide a fun and
engaging learning environment.
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Information
In the darkest reaches of the Tower Museum
warehouse lie some of the most weird and
wonderful objects of curiosity! This temporary
exhibition, created for the NI Science Festival,
brings some of those objects out of their hiding
places to delight those of all ages who possess
inquisitive minds.
This document provides information about how
this wonderfully curious collection can be linked
to the Northern Ireland Revised Curriculum at Key
Stage Two and Key Stage Three.
You will discover how our extraordinary collection
can open the door to a world of imagination
and inquisitive learning while also fulfilling the
statutory requirements of the Northern Ireland
Revised Curriculum.
Workshops tailored to the collection are also
available alongside a tour. These will enhance
young and curious minds, and provide a fun and
engaging learning environment.
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Statutory requirement

Learning Objectives
Children are learning:

World Around Us

•

Change Over Time:
•

How people and
places have changed
over time

•

How change is
a feature of the
human and natural
world and may have
consequences for our
lives and the world
around us

•
•
•
•

Suggested Activities

Information

Similarities and
differences in people’s
lives past and present
The history of some
people and places
About jobs people did in
the past
How everyday items have
changed over time

Medicine in the 20th Century
•
Investigate what medicine
was like at the beginning
of the 20th Century
•
What was a 20th century
doctor’s job like?
•
What significant medical
developments happened
in the 20th century?
•
How does 20th century
medicine compare to 21st
century medicine?

•

•

How place influences
the nature of life

Managing information
through locating and
selecting the most
appropriate information for a
task.

In the darkest reaches of the Tower Museum
warehouse lie some of the mostDecision-Making
weird andthrough
deciding on the best way to
complete
a task and present
wonderful objects of curiosity! This
temporary
information
exhibition,
About how
developments created for the NI Science Festival,
in technology have
Being Creative through
brings some of those objects out
of their hiding
affected life now and in
presentation of information
(text
and image)
the past places to delight
Curious Collectors
of
the
Past
those of all ages who
possess
•
Research curious
collectors of the past
inquisitive minds.
•
•

Place:

Thinking Skills and
Personal Capabilities

What was their life like?
What was their collection
like?
Create a personal profile
about the person and
their collection

This document
provides information about how
•
this wonderfully curious collection can be linked
to the Northern Ireland Revised Curriculum at Key
about the Stage
position ofTwo
the
The Human
and
KeyBody
Stage Three.
major organs in the body
•
Continuing on from
You willfordiscover
howCollection
our extraordinary collection
and their importance
the Curious
life
Workshop where the
can open the door
a world
positionto
of major
organs of imagination
was
explored.
Explore
the also fulfilling the
and inquisitiveimportance
learning
while
of organs in
the body for human
life. Northern Ireland
statutory requirements
of the
Explore the benefits of the
Revised Curriculum.
major organs, and what
they do for the body.

Art and Design:
•

•

How place influences
the nature of life
•

•

Engage with observing,
investigating, and
responding to first hand
experiences, memory and
imagination
Develop their
understanding of the
visual elements of colour,
tone, line, shape, form,
space, texture and pattern
to communicate their
ideas
Use a range of media,
materials, tools and
processes such as:
drawing, painting,
printmaking, malleable
materials, textiles and
three-dimensional
construction, selecting
which is appropriate in
order to realise personal
ideas and intentions.

Class Curious Collection

Being Creative through

Workshops •tailored
to the
are
alsoideas,
Create a curious
itemcollection
expressing
creative
using malleable material/3 designing and creating an
available alongside
a tour. These will enhance
dimensional construction/ item
clay.
Once
finished, put
young and curious minds,
and provide a fun and
them all in a display
Self-Management of time
togetherenvironment.
to make the
to complete work, deciding
engaging learning
‘Class Curious Collection’

My Own Curious Collection’
•
Each child should
describe, draw and
colour what they would
put in their own curious
collection.

tell us more..

on the best way to complete
work.
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Statutory requirement

Learning Objectives
Children are learning:

Literacy and
Language

•

Talking and Listening
•

•

Writing
•

•

How place influences
the nature of life
•

•

•

•

Suggested Activities

Information

Tell, re-tell and interpret
stories based on
memories, personal
experiences, literature,
imagination and the
content of the curriculum
Describe and talk about
real experiences and
imaginary situations and
about people, places,
events and artefacts
Use appropriate quality
of speech and voice,
speaking audibly and
varying register, according
to the purpose and
audience

Curious Show and Tell
•
Each child brings in the
strangest item belonging
to them or their family.
They should show it to the
class and explain what it
is, why they have chosen
it etc.

Thinking Skills and
Personal Capabilities
Managing Information
locating and selecting the
appropriate information for
the completion of a task.

In the darkest reaches of the Tower
Museum
Being Creative through
creative
writing,
and using
warehouse lie some of the mostlanguage
weird
and
creatively.
wonderful objects of curiosity! This temporary
Self-Management managing
Newspaper Articles/Reviews
exhibition, created
for the article
NI Science
Festival,
time to complete
work,
•
Write a newspaper
or review about the
deciding on the best way to
brings some ofTower
those
objects out
of their hiding
complete work.
Museum’s Curious
Collections
Exhibition
places to delight those of all ages who possess
Curious Story
inquisitive minds.
•

Each child should pick 1-3
items that peaked their
interest during the visit to
the exhibition. Each child
should plan and write a
fictional, creative story
that includes the items
chosen.

This document provides information about how
this wonderfully curious collection can be linked
to the Northern Ireland Revised Curriculum at Key
Stage Two and Key Stage Three.
You
will discover how our extraordinary collection
Participate
in modelled,
shared, guided and
can
open the door to a world of imagination
independent
writing,
including and
composing
oninquisitive
learning while also fulfilling the
screen
Write for astatutory
variety of
requirements of the Northern Ireland
purposes and audiences,
selecting, Revised
planning and Curriculum.
using appropriate style
and form
Use the skills of planning,
revising and redrafting
to improve their writing,
including that which they
have composed digitally
Express thoughts,
feelings and opinions in
imaginative and factual
writing
Create, organise, refine
and present ideas using
traditional and digital
means, combining text,
sound or graphics

Workshops tailored to the collection are also
available alongside a tour. These will enhance
young and curious minds, and provide a fun and
engaging learning environment.

tell us more..
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Statutory requirement

Curriculum Objectives
Pupils Should Have
Opportunities to:

Suggested Activities

Cross Curricular Skills
and Thinking Skills and
Personal Capabilities

History

•

Investigate the impact of
significant events/ideas
of the 20th century on the
world, travel, technology,
medicine, (Cultural
Understanding)

Curious Collectors of the Past
An historical investigation into
people of the past who had
their own curious collections.
This can be done as a group or
individual project.

Investigate the past and its
impact on our world today
through an understanding of:

Explore issues related
to Personal Health
Investigate how and why
health standards have
changed over time, for
example, explore public
health in another period
and draw comparisons
with modern health issues
etc. (Personal Health)

•

•

(Objective 2)
Developing pupils
as Contributors to
Society
•

•

(Objective 1)
Developing pupils as
Individuals
•

Explore issues related
to Spiritual Awareness
Investigate and evaluate
the spiritual beliefs and
legacy of civilisations,
for example, the Aztecs,
Incas, Egyptians, Romans,
Greeks, Native Americans,
Medieval Christians etc.
(Spiritual Awareness)

•
•

•

Research and select one
person in history who had
a curious collection
Who was the person?
(Name, when they lived,
what they did etc).
What was their curious
collection? (What made
it curious? Support with
images and description.)
What kind of society
did this person live in?
(Did this influence their
collection?)

Medicine in the 20th Century
An historical investigation
into what medicine was like
in the 20th century and the
developments throughout the
century. This can be project
based or teacher led.
•
What was medicine and
medical knowledge like at
the beginning of the 20th
century?
•
What where the
significant developments
in medicine in the 20th
century?
•
Why and how were the
developments made?
•
How does medicine
throughout the 20th
century compare to the
medicine we have today
in the 21st century?

tell us more..

•
•
•

cause and effect
continuity and change
progression and
regression;

The enquiry skills to
undertake historical
investigations
Critical thinking skills to
evaluate a range of evidence
and appreciate different
interpretations
Chronological awareness
and the ability to make
connections between
historical periods, events and
turning points
Creative thinking skills in their
approach to solving problems
and making decisions. Also
work presentation.
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Statutory requirement

Curriculum Objectives
Pupils Should Have
Opportunities to:

Suggested Activities

Cross Curricular Skills
and Thinking Skills and
Personal Capabilities

Art and Design

•

Express themselves
through Art and Design,
(Personal Understanding)

•

Explore the diversity of
various cultures that
are expressed through
Art & Design (Cultural
Understanding)

Creating a Class
Curious Collection
1.
Create a collage of
curious/ strange items.
Choose 1-3 and draw or
paint them. Include brief
written descriptions about
what has been drawn.
2. Using ceramics/pottery/
clay design and create a
curious item to go into the
class collection. Include a
brief written description
of what has been created,
the inspiration behind
it and what makes it
curious.

Researching, gathering and
interpreting information
from direct experiences,
observations, memory,
imagination and a range of
traditional and digital sources;

•

(Objective 1)
Developing Pupils as
Individuals

•

(Objective 2)
Developing pupils
as Contributors to
Society

If activities 1 and 2 are both
carried out a display could
be made using the collages,
drawings/paintings and
ceramics/pottery/clay work.

Developing an appreciation of
the work of artists, designers
and craft workers from their
own and other cultures, past
and present;
Developing creative
thinking skills and personal
creative outcomes through
investigating, realising,
designing and making;
•
•
•
•

Drawing
Ceramics
Clay
Collage

Evaluating and appreciating
their own and others’ work
through discussion and
reflection.

Technology and
Design
•

(Objective 2)
Developing pupils
as Contributors to
Society

•

Explore technical
inventions and designs
that have met a social
need cost-effectively.

•

Cultural Awareness;
Designing and creating
a product based on the
ideas and practice of
a different culture/era/
society

Cabinet Building
Either as individuals or in
groups, pupils design and
create a small table top
cabinet they would use to
store their curious collection if
they had one.

tell us more..

Design – identifying problems;
investigating, generating,
developing, modelling and
evaluating design proposals;
giving consideration to form,
function and safety;
Manufacturing – selecting
and using materials fit for
purpose; safe use of a range
of tools and processes
appropriate to materials,
demonstrating accuracy and
quality of outcome;
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Sample Workshop
for Key Stage Two
One of the curious items on show is a life size
anatomical model of a human torso, complete
with organs. This allows children to see the
placement of organs in the human body.
Additionally, we offer a workshop based on
Human Anatomy. Children will explore everything
from bone structure and joints to the placement
and function of the major human organs.
On the following pages you will find a brief
outline of this workshop

CURIOUS

COLLECTION
Workshop
Human
Anatomy

tell us more..
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Title: Exploring the
Human Body
Time: 45 minutes
		

Key Stage/Year Group: Key Stage 2
Curriculum Link: Key Stage 2 – The
World Around Us - How place influences
the nature of life- about the position of
the major organs in the body and their
importance for life

Resources:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 or 3 plastic skeletons
Diagram of human skeleton (if no 3rd skeleton)
Set of Large Paper Body Shapes (laminated)
Set Pictures of organs (laminated)
Set of sheets with organs correctly placed and labelled
5 sets of Organ description cards
5 sets of plastic human organs

Learning Objectives
•
•
•

Understand how bones fit together to compose the human skeleton
Identify the place of major organs in the human body
Understand the benefits of the major organs, what they do for the body.

Part One: Human Skeleton (20 minutes)
Bones (approx. 13 minutes)

Children to work in two groups to assemble plastic skeletons. Set a time limit of
around 10 minutes.
Once time is up have groups step away from their skeletons.
Did anyone get theirs finished completely?
Compare to diagram of a completed human skeleton.

Joints (approx. 7 minutes)

Can any of the children name any joints or tell you what joints do?
Point out joints to them and explain what they do.
Shoulder, elbow, hand, hip, knee, foot
What would the body be like without joints? Discuss and children try to walk etc
without moving joints

Part Two: The Human Anatomy (25 minutes)

Using the Large Paper Body Shapes and a list of organs/cut outs of organs. Children
place/label where they think the organ goes. (5 minutes).
Give pupils a correct version of where the organs go so that they can see if they
were right. They can keep this sheet. (2 minutes)
Matching the organ to the function.
Have cards with a description of the function of major organs. Split children into
5 groups. Each group gets a set of cards. Each group gets a bucket with plastic
human organs inside it. They must match the description to the correct organ. Go
around checking group’s answers. (10 minutes).

tell us more..

Evaluation cards. Each child must fill one out.
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Education Pack
This information is available upon request in a
number of formats including large print, Braille, PDF,
audio formats (CD, MP3, DAISY) and
minority languages.
Telephone: 028 7125 3253		
Text phone: 028 7137 6747
Or email: equality@derrystrabane.com
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